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ERNST KOLB 
 

Before being recognised for his works, Ernst Kolb (1927-1993) got noticed in Mannheim, 

Germany, where he took part in all sorts of public events. He became known as ‘Citizen 

Kolb’ as he was curious about everything, a man with eclectic tastes who would invite 

himself to exhibition openings and conferences. He was always seen carting around one 

or more plastic bags full of recycled papers and he would take part in university 

symposiums, rallies as well as rock or popular music concerts. He was a bit of an 

eccentric who was omnipresent in his town’s cultural life and he was never shy of 

expressing his opinion in a flow of words that could be incomprehensible at times. 

 

‘The plastic-bag man’ was especially discreet on his personal life; he may have been 

embarrassed at being unemployed and about his humble roots. Not many people knew 

that, alone in his bedroom, he would use the verso side of flyers – lunch menus, exhibition 

adverts, concert programmes– he had gleaned from here, there and everywhere to draw a 

vast number of pictures. Ernst Kolb devoted himself to this activity on a regular basis from 

the age of fifty when an allergy forced him to give up his job as a baker. 

 

In the field of Art Brut, it is often through relatives or chance encounters that someone 

gets recognised as an unusually creative individual, which contributes to the discovery 

and prestige of the works, the fate of which might otherwise have been more than 

doubtful. Regarding Ernst Kolb, who did not consider himself an artist or attempt to have 

what he called his ‘doodles’ exhibited, two men were to play this essential part. The 

painter and sculptor Uli Lamp offered him a room in his workshop and provided him with 

drawing materials while the writer Rolf Bergmann became his friend. Bergmann would 

also be the promoter of his work and publish two books on him, one of them a detailed 

biography. 

 

As the first presentation of the works in a museum, the exhibition features a collection of 

works from the Collection de l’Art Brut, as well as pieces generously loaned by a private 

collector. Drawn with a ballpoint pen on small format paper, most of the pictures represent 

characters or scenes of everyday life. Portraits and fantastic figures contort as if to fill the 

page to the fullest. The light and decisive movement that courses through the twisted 

bodies as well as the sharp, precise and energetic strokes are distinctive features of Ernst 

Kolb’s compositions. 

 

Curator: Anic Zanzi, curator at Collection de l’Art Brut 
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PUBLICATIONS 

 

 

Ernst Kolb, Lausanne, Collection de l’Art Brut, 2018, 48 pages, 30 colour 
illustrations, text from Camille Luscher and Anic Zanzi. 

 

 

PUBLICATION EXCERPTS 

Les bleus d’Ernst Kolb, by Anic Zanzi, curator at Collection de l’Art Brut 

[…] Ernst Kolb recycled all sorts of publicity materials, especially printed matter that he 

collected at the events he attended. These one-sided printed flyers provided him with 

blank drawing surfaces on their verso sides. Most of Kolb’s works are small size (A5 or 

A4) characters or scenes from everyday life. Rather like Paul Amar (1919-2017), whose 

inventive and creative frenzy transcends the traditional seaside resort practice of making 

shell-based objects to devise busy low reliefs that verge on the sacred, Ernst Kolb departs 

from the doodles he made with a ballpoint pen – this common object more often used for 

note-taking – to achieve a real expertise in every move of his hand in a given space. 

Sharp, precise and energetic strokes make his compositions immediately recognisable. 

The shape outlines are highlighted and their insides are often subdivided. These different 

surfaces are filled with lines that constitute distinct structures, drawn as they are in 

hachures, criss-cross and interlacing patterns, arabesques or commas.’ 

Ernst Kolb’s drawing exhibition at Collection de l’Art Brut proceeds by subject groupings, 

for instance the puzzling scenes and the gallery of mostly closely framed, full-face 

portraits. Some dynamic and stylised figures sometimes embody a function, a profession, 

or a sport. Some compositions include animals, birds, dogs, or hybrid half-human, half-

animal creatures. Kolb sometimes puts plants or furniture in his pictures, for instance a 

waste-paper basket that looks more like a vase in some cases or like a drum or a bin from 

which a figure draws to recover refuse. The characters often hold objects: a sword, a 

sabre or an unidentified tool. Let us also mention some drawings related to the Nazi 

period, since Kolb not only lived through the Second World War during his teens, but also 

lost his mother, who was committed to a psychiatric hospital where she fell victim to the 

euthanasia programme that aimed to exterminate thousands of disabled people. It is not 

known whether Kolb was aware of the circumstances of his mother’s death or whether he 

only understood them later. […] 
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Citizen Kolb or the plastic-bag man, by Camille Luscher 

 

[…]  There does not appear to be any link between the advertisements and the 

programmes used as a medium and the inventive scrolls made by Kolb on their verso 

sides. But they all testify to how plentiful and varied the drawer’s interests were and the 

event dates are precious indications of the chronology of his oeuvre. As an eager self-

taught man, Ernst Kolb was hardly impressed by ‘high culture’. He was often seen 

attending university symposiums, even though they were not open to the general public, 

and he would gladly speak and express his opinion at them. There are traces of his 

manifold interests in his drawings. Drumsticks, for instance, are a recurring theme, often 

seen with a drum. Now, music was Kolb’s one passion, and especially popular music.’ […] 

[…] 

Ernst Kolb’s handwriting is very difficult to read for the uninitiated as he uses the Sütterlin 

writing, an obsolete German handwriting. In his diaries, the entries are not dated, but the 

lines are numbered in threes. In 1985, Kolb reached 58,000 three-line ‘stanzas’. When 

they were deciphered, the notebooks revealed an unsuspected personality. In his prime, 

Kolb was fascinated by art and travel. He was exactly twenty when he left for Italy. This 

stay would be followed by trips to England, France, Spain, Morocco, Denmark, Sweden, 

and later to Yugoslavia and Hungary. Ernst Kolb travelled extensively in Europe, taking in 

Austria too, and Switzerland many times, not to mention Germany obviously, through 

which he cycled. In fewer than twelve years, from 1952 to1964, he documented twenty-six 

trips. The train and plane tickets, the hotel receipts, etc. (Kolb kept everything) enabled 

him to piece together his journeys precisely. In these notebooks, he would keep a record 

of his days in the shape of lists devoid of comments but with detailed information on the 

prices of drinks, the names of the places he visited and a few factual observations. The 

number of museums, exhibitions and galleries he visited is impressive. 

He had a virtually obsessive need to record every mere event in his life. In this regard, the 

fact that he never once referred to his job as a baker is striking. Although he quite enjoyed 

working as a baker, his former trade was no longer present in his mind. Nor were his 

relatives, who are hardly ever mentioned. References to his father, with whom he lived 

until he was thirty-seven, are rare and the ones to his elder sister are rarer still. 

However, there is someone who is very present in his writings: two A6 notebooks from 

1972 harbour the secret of an unhappy love affair. Twenty years after meeting Christa 

Förter, the daughter of the master baker with whom Kolb was an apprentice, he dedicated 

a cycle of poems to this relationship. This complicated story definitely ended in 1956: Kolb 

then promised himself never to love anybody else again, as he sensed that it would only 

but be a pale copy of his first love. […] 
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BIOGRAPHY 
Ernst Michael Kolb (1927-1993) was born in Mannheim, in the South-West of Germany. 

He was the second child in the family, born four years after his elder sister Ruth. His 

father was a train driver and was therefore very often absent from the family home, while 

his mother, who suffered from psychological problems, struggled to look after her children. 

Young Ernst Michael was sent to a series of all boys’ boarding schools. His mother, who 

was committed to a mental hospital in the 1930s, died in a gas chamber in 1941 as a 

victim of the Nazi regime’s extermination programme for physically and mentally disabled 

adults. While his sister was diagnosed with schizophrenia and sent to hospital in 1942, 

Ernst Kolb started a baker’s apprenticeship. In 1952, he became involved in a relationship 

with his master baker’s daughter, Christa Förter. But the young girl’s parents were against 

their union. After several twists and turns, the final breakdown occurred in 1956. Further to 

this romantic disappointment, Kolb renounced any love interest. From 1952 onwards, 

probably thanks to his grandfather’s support, he undertook several trips in Europe and in 

Germany. On his father’s death, in 1964, he inherited a modest legacy, which he used to 

finance his journeys, which he would make during his holidays and during which he visited 

a great number of exhibitions. After having been overweight for some years, Kolb was 

diagnosed with advanced diabetes, which led him to be hospitalised for one month in 

1969. During this stay, he drew industriously in exercise books, but also on the back of 

postcards and magazines. In 1972, he heard that Christa Förter had died, reportedly 

murdered by her husband, and he composed a cycle of rhyming poems dedicated to his 

childhood sweetheart. Two years later, his sister died and he inherited some more money, 

which he spent very carefully. While his diabetes had forced him to reduce his working 

time, in 1977 he had to relinquish his job for good due to an allergy. Having found time, 

Kolb would use it to draw and to educate himself. He started to attend all public events in 

his area: he would go to exhibition openings, to attend plays, concerts, and to take part in 

university conferences and symposiums or in reading circles. He even went as far as to 

make appearances in political circles and local councils. Bit by bit Ernst Kolb became a 

public figure that got recognised in the streets and whose nickname was ‘Citizen Kolb’. 

In 1985, thanks to the artist Uli Lamp, an exhibition of Kolb’s work was first scheduled in a 

Mannheim gallery. His drawings were hung next to some photos of him, taken by the 

photojournalist Rainer Bünte. The event was relatively successful. The following year, he 

organised his second exhibition himself in the ‘Vollmond’ café where he was a regular 

customer. Further exhibitions were to take place in galleries, cafés and even, in 1991, in a 

church, alongside three other artists. 

In 1989, after being suddenly thrown out by his landlord, he had to leave the rented room 

in which he had been living for 23 years. He moved in into a guest house (die Goldene 

Gans) – for what was supposed to be a temporary solution but that was to prove to be 

lasting. All Kolb’s belongings, including his drawings and his diaries, were left in a gallery-

owner’s attic. 

Further to a stroke, from which he would never fully recover, he spent ten weeks in 

hospital, before moving into a retirement home, where the last exhibition during his 

lifetime would be organised. Ernst Kolb passed away on 1st July 1993. 

Ernst Kolb was very reserved about his private life. However, a great deal of information 

could be collected from his notebooks and his diaries. These were handed over to Rolf 

Bergmann, the author who wrote his biography in 2013 under the title Ernst Kolb, a Baker, 

a Citizen and an Artist.  
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PICTURES AVAILABLE TO THE MEDIA 
All pictures: Atelier de numérisation – Ville de Lausanne (AN) 

Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

  
untitled, between 1969 and 1993 
ballpoint pen, 29,7 x 21 cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 
 

untitled, between 1969 and 1993 
ballpoint pen, 29,7 x 21 cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 
 

  

untitled, between 1969 and 1993 
ballpoint pen, 29,7 x 21 cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

untitled, ca 1990 
ballpoint pen, 29,7 x 21 cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 
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untitled, between 1969 and 1993 
ballpoint pen, 29,7 x 21 cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

untitled, ca 1983 
ballpoint pen, 29,7 x 21 cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 
 

 

untitled, between 1969 and 1993 
ballpoint pen, 21 x 29,7  cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 
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untitled, ca 1984 
ballpoint pen, 29,7 x 21 cm 
photo: Claudine Garcia, (AN) 
Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

Portrait of Ernst Kolb, 1987 
Photo Thomas Günther, Karlsruhe 

 

 

EVENTS  

Guided tour (preview version)  

for the press 

 

Thursday 8 February 2018, 11am 

at the Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

Bookings: sophie.guyot@lausanne.ch 

Opening Reception for the Public 

 

Thursday 8 February 2018, 6:30pm,  

at the Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

Free guided tours Saturday 3 March 2018 at 2:15pm 

 

 
Guided tours  For classes (from age 4) and groups, in French, German,  

English and Italian. 

Upon request 

Guided tours for classes Advance booking required 

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 11 AM to 6 PM  

Thursdays from 9 AM to 6 PM 

 

Contact and bookings for all tours 

and workshops  

at www.artbrut.ch > calendar or phone 021/ 315 25 70 

Limited numbers on a first come first served basis 

  

http://www.artbrut.ch/
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

Press kit  Illustrations and a Press Kit can be downloaded at www.artbrut.ch 

under the heading: media  

Media contact Sophie Guyot 

Phone +41 21 315 25 84 (Tuesdays, Wednesday mornings, 

Thursdays) 

sophie.guyot@lausanne.ch 

Address  Collection de l'Art Brut  

Avenue des Bergières 11 

CH – 1004 Lausanne 

www.artbrut.ch 

Tél. +41 21 315 25 70 

Fax +41 21 315 25 71 

art.brut@lausanne.ch 

Opening hours 

 

Tuesday thru Sunday from 11am to 6pm including holidays 

Open Easter Monday and Whit Monday 

No entrance fee the first Saturday of every month  

Entrance fee Fr. 10.- 

Reduced price: Fr. 5.–  

Groups of 6: Fr. 5.–  

Unemployed persons and youngsters up to 16: free admittance  

Access By bus  

From St-François : bus no. 2, Beaulieu-Jomini stop.  

From the railroad station (gare CFF) : bus nos. 3 and 21, 

Beaulieu-Jomini stop. 

By foot: 25 min. from the station; 10 min. from Place  

de la Riponne. 

By car: highway exit Lausanne-Blécherette, follow Palais de 

Beaulieu. Car park: Parking de Beaulieu.  

Reduced mobility:  

The Ernst Kolb exhibition is not accessible to persons with 

reduced mobility. 

 

 

 

 

THE COLLECTION DE L’ART BRUT EXTENDS ITS THANKS FOR THEIR SUPPORT TO : 
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